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Business Challenge
The client was looking for a more agile, decentralized, business-focused and data-centric
platform to reduce time-to-market and on-demand business data availability.
Key challenges were:

Traditional, application-centric
integration approach

Too many technologies and complex
integration landscape

Relying only on the central integration
team for any change

Delays in launching products or
incorporating changes

With new data sources increasing exponentially, the client was looking to transform its
legacy integration platform into a data-driven and data-centric integration platform.
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What LTI did
LTI served as transformation integration partner with an API-ﬁrst strategy towards API
realization and helped the organization become more data-centric.

Implemented an
end-to-end, APIbased integration
solution to transform
point-to-point
integrations

Established API
Management
governance for
reusability and
easier adoption

Conceptualized the
market place for
on-demand service
availability

Leveraged a true
value of exiting
systems by exposing
the functionality
as API

More than 350
employees trained
in API management
and streaming
as part of the
organization Change
Management

Hybrid IntegrationCloud to on-premise
connectivity for
scalability and
optimization

Business Benefits

Established an
API-ﬁrst strategy
to enable businessfocused integration

More than 100 APIs
in production
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Key Takeaways
Transitioning to a data-driven organization leading to agility, faster time-to-market
and to ﬁnding new business opportunities.
Self-service acceleration and decentralization for faster decision making and quick
turnaround.
Faster, more efficient, affordable multiple integration options.
Data-driven decision based on service usage pattern.

LTI (NSE: LTI) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping more than 420 clients succeed in a
converging world. With operations in 32 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation
with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of
Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivalled real-world expertise to solve the most complex challenges
of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 30,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the
effectiveness of their business and technology operations and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders.
Find more at http://www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global

info@lntinfotech.com
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